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Every painter will encounter the shaping issue, and the “image shape” is 
the essence of the Chinese painting’s plastic art. However, there are 
widespread misunderstand and unproper awareness in Chinese paintings at 
present. For better understand and grasp of the different observation and 
shaping methods in the "shape" and "image shape", and then better study and 
create Chinese paintings, this text will try to find the difference and internal 
commonality of the thought of shaping between the west and China by means 
of analyzing Chinese and western classical works as well as with my 
experience in my study and creation. This paper will discuss this point form 
three aspects as follows. 
Firstly, analyze the misunderstanding of the "image form" in contemporary 
Chinese paintings form painting teaching, exhibitions and my study experience. 
Many painters gradually look down upon the research of issues in image 
shaping, and conceal the defect of shaping with the reasons of “just like” and 
“get one aspect and forget the other aspect” and so on.  
Secondly, analyze the shaping and its principle of Chinese and western 
classical works, and contrast their difference and internal commonality. There 
emerges a large amount of painters with manual type lacking original image, 
who imitate the surface techniques and pattern, which is fresh but lack artistic 
content and touching charm.  
Thirdly, discuss the image shaping's methods and application form my 
painting experience. There exists the deviation when understanding Chinese 
painting with Objective representation of concepts and Imitating realistic 
modeling technique, just like explaining Chinese medicine with Modern 
western anatomy in medical thinking.  
Through the analysis of Chinese and Western Classic works, the paper 














shaping and Oriental image shaping in order to deal with the combined 
contradiction of image text and concrete modeling. From my experiences of 
learning Chinese painting, it elaborates the importance of image observation 
method and builds the correct observation method. We can learn many western 
shaping concepts, but when lost the image shaping, we will usually deviate 
from Chinese painting's purpose of enjoying and expressing the inner soul 
directly.  
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     图 1.1   萨弗库耶夫  《跳绳者》图片来源：养墨堂网站  





















































图 1.4 图片来源：笔者自绘  
 
图 1.5 唐  《  歌舞俑》  图片来源：养墨堂网站  
 




















姿态万千。人物间的空白即画面的负形同样讲究之际，如图 1.4 中形 1 像
一尾造形简练的锦鲤鱼，形 2 极像美人的瓜子脸，人物脚部之间的数个空
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